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Semester VI / Architectural Design - VI
"THE MASK" - SCHOOL FOR BUILDING ACTORS - CAMPUS PLANNING

Concept: Organic, sociable, open, green, free movement, connectivity to spaces being the main aspects of this design. Design Philosophy: Creating an environment for the users in the field of drama to learn, teach, perform, explore and express their emotions through the more open and sociable space along with nature, designed for them unlike other college campus set-ups.
PROJECT THEME

"Solutions of Learning for Creative disciplines, Architectural perspective."

OBJECTIVE

1. Understanding various aspects of designing computer - "Institutes of learning",
2. Understanding various aspects of discipline -"Arts and techniques of Designing In" Architectural education,

The project involves designing an "Institute for Design" in an urban setting, which aims to create a healthy lifestyle by focusing on sports and fitness, becoming an integral part of the curriculum and campus life.

SITE INTRODUCTION

Location: Chandana Sagar, Hyderabad, Telangana 500057

This project is situated in the urban area of Hyderabad, near the Chandana Sagar. The site is characterized by a beautiful lake, providing a serene environment.

PROGRAMME

1. Teaching Block
2. Administration Building
3. Academic Building
4. Library
5. Cafeteria
6. Auditorium
7. Hostel

Total Site Area: 25.22 acres
Total Built-up Area: 46,000 sq.m

CONCEPT

The concept involves creating a balanced environment where sports and learning are integrated. The design focuses on creating a healthy lifestyle through sports facilities and modern architectural solutions.

CONTOUR BASED

The project is designed to maximize the site's potential, utilizing the natural contours and the lake's edge.

ENTRANCE CONCEPT

An entrance is created with a large, iconic building that serves as the main gateway to the campus, providing a welcoming and memorable experience for visitors.
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